In the current situation, environmental issues are likely more intense and natural resources continue to diminish rapidly. Waste management issues, air pollution, water pollution, natural disasters, the environment degraded slowly lead to impact to ecosystems and living environment such as global warming. The impact essential to find, reduce and prevention and keep up with this problem to occur. Temperature rise of the earth, in [1] , was recorded from the year 1880 in celsius. It recorded the temperature of the earth rising above the temperature of the earth of the year 1880. The scientists point out that if the temperature raises 6 c above the temperature of the year 1880 then the British England will be under water. This means that the big disaster will happen to our earth. This paper will use the mathematical model of M. Podisuk, S. Khuntidilokwongsa and W. Rattanametawee (2006), in [2], to predict the time of this big disaster of our earth by using the data from [1] .
to predict the temperature of the object, especially, the rising temperature. Since the Newton Cooling Law does not work well for the rising temperature. From the above model, we can see that the initial temperature is A and the temperature at the infinite time is Ae a . If Ae a is above 6 when we have big disaster. However, we do not expect that the big disaster happens at the infinite time. This means that the above model must be modified. The modification of the above model will be discussed in the next section II.
Formulation
The temperature rise of the earth in [1] The from (3) and (4) If we use the model (5) to find y (2), we obtain, y (2) = 0.32 and y (12.189004) = 6.0000002058
If we use the model (6) to find y (2), we obtain, y (2) = 0.30634026523 and y (500) = 5.9952947124.
From these two results, we may predict the big disaster will happen either in the year of 2102 or after the year of 51980.
However, we prefer to find the other model that may work better than the above two models. We come up closed to 0.32. After many trials, we find that if a = 10.222 then we obtain the model, Thus with this model (7), the big disaster will happen in the year of 2160.
We also find that if a = 2950. Then we obtain the model, 
The Another Model
The data of the temperature rise of the earth in (1), indicated that the temperature rise of the earth of the year 1880 is 0.01 and the temperature rise of the earth of the year 1980 is 0.32. Now we many use the model, at Ae y ( 9 ) and we obtain the model, that is the big disaster will occur in the year of 2065 which is sooner than the last two models, (7) and (8)
Conclusion
The mathematical model (7) and (8) seem to work well for our purpose. We strongly recommend these two models to predict the temperature rise of the earth. We predict that the big disaster to our earth will happen during the year of 2102 and the year of 2160. The big disaster to our earth will happen sooner or later depending on how we use the natural resources of our earth. However, we should keep in mind that the big disaster may appear in the year of 2065.
